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Key Findings 

  

• The River Fergus is a naturally productive limestone river that should 

provide abundant habitat for a range of invertebrate species, 

macrophytes, trout and salmon. However, past dredging and 

realignment of the channel has left long sections incised and 

constrained within a limestone conduit, with little chance of 

recovering naturally.  

• The most severely affected sections will require major restoration, 

which is likely to be a long-term aspiration, but in the shorter term 

could be improved by returning the material removed from the 

channel as discrete coarse riffle features. Individual boulder features 

could also be installed to break up the uniform flows within the most 

constrained sections, as undertaken previously by Ennis and District 

Angling Association in some areas. Care should be taken to create 

discrete features, rather than weirs or groynes, and this action would 

only really be appropriate in the most incised channels that are cut 

into bedrock.  

• In the less incised channel sections where the river retains some 

sinuosity and floodplain connectivity, gravel could be imported to 

reinstate a pool and riffle sequence, breaking up the long sections of 

uniform channel and providing improved invertebrate (and potential 

spawning) habitat.  

• Fish passage and habitat utilisation in the upper river could be greatly 

improved by removing or modifying the weirs between Mill Bridge 

and Inchiquin Lough. Removing any smaller, low-level weirs, like 

those upstream of the Craggunaboy River confluence would also be 

beneficial to reinstate sediment transport and the formation of 

natural pools and riffles. The weir within Ennis poses an issue of 

conflicting attraction flows and impassable/poorly passable channels 

which could be greatly improved by consolidating flow into freely 

passable routes.  

• Many areas of the river were buffer fenced, but those not currently 

would benefit from fencing. Regular drinking bays along the river also 

create inputs of excreta and fine sediment and it would be beneficial 

to replace them with alternative, offline watering facilities. 

• Where present, bankside trees should be retained. They provide 

significant habitat enhancement and greatly improve to fish-holding 

capacity of many areas. Any call to prune or remove bankside trees 

should be scrutinised and resisted wherever possible.  
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1. Introduction   

WTT was requested to undertake a habitat assessment and provide 

improvement recommendations for selected areas of the River Fergus 

catchment, on behalf of Ennis and District Angling Association (EDAA). The 

assessment comprised a series of walkovers and spot-checks to maximise 

coverage of the catchment within the limited timeframe.  

The names of watercourses were derived from Google Maps and the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Maps website, generally applying 

the names used in the EPA Water Framework Directive (WFD) assessments 

where there was any doubt. Each watercourse name was abbreviated to 

the first two letters, forming a code with the photo number e.g. the first 

photograph on the River Fergus would be Fe 001. Not all photos taken 

during the visit appear in the report, but they will be supplied to the 

recipient for future use and catchment characterisation.  

Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) 

whilst looking downstream. Reference to upstream and downstream is 

often abbreviated to u/s or d/s, respectively. Specific locations are 

identified using latitude and longitude (decimal e.g. 54.45737, -1.306513), 

which can be pasted into Google Maps. Cross-references to figure captions 

within the text of the report are hyperlinked, so holding Ctrl and left-

clicking on them will navigate to that figure’s location within the document.   

2. Background 

The River Fergus is a medium-sized river, originating among the hills in the 

Burren region of County Clare, before flowing in a general easterly, then 

southerly, direction to meet the River Shannon estuary. Along this route, 

the river flows through several, natural online loughs. 

Permeable limestone geology within the catchment, particularly in the 

upstream sections, imparts a natural alkalinity and productivity to the river, 

helping to buffer acidic inputs from more peaty tributaries and naturally 

promoting high diversity of aquatic life.  

The permeability of the karstic landscape has led to the development of 

natural sinkholes in many areas, with several sections of the main river 

and tributaries flowing permanently or intermittently underground before 

resurging further downstream. Subterranean watercourse sections provide 

additional issues for many aquatic organisms, particularly salmonids, which 

require access to various areas of a catchment to accommodate the 

changing habitat requirements of different life stages but may also support 

other specially adapted species that also require consideration in terms of 

protecting water quality. 
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Table 1 – Water Framework Directive waterbody overview  

River Fergus Fergus Fergus Fergus Fergus Fergus Fergus 
Clooneen 

(Clare) 
Shallee 

Waterbody 

Name 
Fergus_10 Fergus_20 Fergus_30 Fergus_40 Fergus_50 Fergus_60 Fergus_70 Clooneen_10 Shallee_10 

Waterbody 

ID 
SH_27F010100 SH_27F010300 SH_27F010400 SH_27F010500 SH_27F010600 SH_27F010700 SH_27F010780 SH_27C030300 SH_27S010500 

Catchment          

District  Shannon Shannon Shannon Shannon Shannon Shannon Shannon Shannon Shannon 

 Ecological 

Quality 

(2010-15) 

Good Good Moderate Poor Good Poor Poor Poor Moderate 

Ecological 

Quality 

(2010-15) 

N/A N/A N/A Poor Good N/A N/A N/A Poor 

WFD 

Pressures  
N/A 

Urban runoff & 

Agriculture 

(Pasture) 

N/A 
Agriculture & 

Forestry 
N/A 

Hydromorpholo

gy 

(Embankments, 

Channelisation 

Urban waste 

water) 

Hydromorpholo

gy 

(Embankments, 

Channelisation 

Urban waste 

water) 

Agriculture 

(Pasture) & 

Forestry 

Anthropogenic 

Pressures - 

Unknown 

Length of 

river 

inspected 

(KM 

including 

spot-

checks) 

4.5 3 3.5 2.5 2 2 1 0.5 7 
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River Fergus catchment coverage map (red icons indicate the locations inspected/photographs taken) 
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3. Habitat Assessment 

The visits were undertaken over four days, 4-7/8/2022 inclusive. Flow was 

elevated following rainfall, reducing gradually during the visit, but 

remaining above low summer flow for the duration. Water clarity was good, 

allowing adequate inspection of the bed and banks. The report progresses 

in a downstream direction but covers the tributaries of each section before 

proceeding to the next. 

3.1. Section A Upstream of swallow-hole and subterranean 

river section (Cahermacon)  

3.1.1. River Fergus (Fe)  

This section is upstream of a permanently underground section, so fish 

populations here are likely to be distinct from those downstream. While the 

area is unlikely to support migratory salmonids, the resident trout 

population(s) here are valuable, potentially fragile (having limited 

catchment area) and require conservation. The relatively natural 

(compared to some sections)/recovering nature of the small river here 

lends itself to development of a catch and release, wild trout fishery in the 

lower reaches of the Clooneen and the upper River Fergus. This could really 

suit anglers that prefer stalking trout on smaller watercourses.  

 
Figure 1: Fe 006 (52.974085,  -9.1531). Looking u/s: the River Fergus begins 
at the d/s end of the Clooneen River (CL) - main tributary of the upper River 

Fergus. Habitat was of a reasonably high quality for salmonids; however, the RB 
was grazed and suffering from livestock damage/slumping.  
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Figure 2: Fe 008 (52.974207, -9.151723). Significant RB slumping resulting 
from livestock access/grazing. Fortunately, the bank has been able to partially 

stabilise and start to regrade. Simple livestock exclusion would resolve this issue.  

 
Figure 3: Fe 015 (52.97384, -9.14948). The remains of a small boulder weir 

contributing to bank erosion and somewhat inhibiting sediment transport. 
Notching or dispersal of the line of boulders would be beneficial.   
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Figure 4: Fe 018. Although realigned, the presence of healthy riparian vegetation 
in some areas contributed to clear improvements, with habitat capable of 

supporting all salmonid life stages. The vegetated banks also provided buffers to 
intercept surface runoff from the fields, where high-nutrient sources like slurry 

are likely to be a significant issue in wet conditions.   

  

3.1.2. Clooneen River (CL) - main tributary of the upper 

River Fergus 

The Clooneen is the main upper tributary of the catchment, comprising 

three smaller watercourses that form the upper River Fergus, upstream of 

the permanently underground section. Although the middle reach of the 

Clooneen around the confluence of the three tributary watercourses was 

significantly realigned and dredged, the upper reaches of the most 

southerly watercourse provided reasonably good quality (Figure 5 & Figure 

6) and capable of supporting trout spawning/recruitment.  
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Figure 5: Cl 001 (52.967938, -9.167518). At Ballynacarhagh, the u/s limit 
inspected of the southern (largest) tributary of the Clooneen River, habitat was 

good for spawning and juvenile salmonids, with deeper areas for adult trout. 
However, elevated fine sediment coated the bed; further investigation would be 

beneficial u/s to identify (and address) potential sources.  

 
Figure 6: Cl 002. Potential salmonid spawning substrate. 
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Figure 7: Cl 007 (52.968087, -9.167493). A road crossing and associated drains 
directly to the riverbank created a further source of fine sediment on both sides 

of the road.  

 
Figure 8: Cl 010 (52.973795, -9.174915). The next major tributary resembled 

more of a field drain and offered limited habitat potential for salmonids.  
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Figure 9: Cl 012 (52.973862, -9.174758). The steep nature of the banks 
appeared sufficient to deter livestock.  

 
Figure 10: Cl 015 (52.977295, -9.178415). The next tributary inspected was 

larger and offered greater potential salmonid habitat but had still been dredged. 
Occasional bankside trees offered some shade and habitat improvement. 
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Figure 11: Cl 016. D/s of the bridge, the channel was even further over-capacity, 
uniform and lacking cover. More trailing trees to increase flow diversity would 

be beneficial, but full restoration/re-meandering or at least gravel reintroduction 
would be beneficial (if restoration was not agreeable with the landowner).  

 
Figure 12: Cl 020 (52.973642, -9.154387). Towards the d/s end of the Clooneen 

waterbody, habitat quality improved, with a recovering, more natural channel 
(although still straightened in areas). Numerous juvenile trout were observed.  
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3.2. Section B Upstream of Elmvale  

3.2.1. River Fergus (Fe) 

A short section of the Fergus was walked upstream of Elmvale, towards the 

swallow-hole and subterranean section at Cahermacon. This section was 

also reported by locals to dry out at times of low flow, but also appeared 

to provide some reasonably good quality habitat at the time of the visit. 

Spawning is known to take place within the wooded area upstream of the 

Elmvale road, so there is potential for this section to be repopulated 

through upstream dispersal of juvenile salmonids after they emerge.  

 
Figure 13: Fe 020 (52.97346, -9.107267). Sinuous paleochannels (white dashed 

line) were observed at the u/s end of the reach inspected u/s of Elmvale. The 
adjacent, current channel was more uniform. Depending upon the level above 
the current channel, these could offer potential for channel restoration.  
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Figure 14: Fe 022. Where present, low boughs of occasional bankside trees 
provided valuable shade and cover.  

 
Figure 15: Fe 024. In many areas, there was a lack of trees, but the banks were 

generally protected by buffer strips in most areas which supported a rich 
diversity of vegetation.  
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Figure 16: Fe 026 (52.974287, -9.103628). A lack of buffer fencing in one field 
on the LB. The bank remained stable, but the loss of species and habitat diversity 

along that bank (right of shot) was clear.  

 
Figure 17: Fe 030. In addition to the straightened and uniform capacity channel, 

signs of past channel maintenance were evident by the extend of channel incision 
and bed comprising boulder clay in areas, lacking coarse alluvial material.  
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Figure 18: Fe 032. The straightened channel through the wood u/s of Elmvale 
was much faster flowing, with a correspondingly coarse bed of boulder and large 

cobble and less hospitable habitat for fish than the lower gradient areas u/s.   

 
Figure 19: Fe 034 (52.973275, -9.103217). Alongside the straightened channel, 

low, wet points in the LB floodplain (still within the wood/unfarmed land) were 
almost certainly lost meanders of the paleochannel. These could be reinstated 

to provide more natural channel dimensions, increase the length of the reach, 
reduce the gradient and aid gravel retention to improve spawning prospects.  
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Figure 20: Fe 038. Out of the main flow, deposition of fine sediment appeared 
to be occurring, suggesting elevated inputs; it would be worth undertaking 

further walkovers of the uninspected areas u/s.  

 
Figure 21: Fe 040 (52.972835, -9.101877). The steep, straightened nature of 

this reach limited gravel deposition (white ellipse) to the inside of bends, in wider 
sections of the channel, just u/s of Elmvale Road.  
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Figure 22: Fe 043. Towards the d/s end of the bend, just u/s of the Elmvale Road 
bridge, signs of old salmonid redds were observed. Within such uniform and 

modified channels, it is sometimes only the river margins that can retain gravels 
suitable for spawning but, owing to their location, are also susceptible to 

infiltration and smothering by fine sediment.    

 

3.2.2. Unnamed tributary (Un) 

A small, unnamed LB tributary of the Fergus was crossed and while it was 

clearly straightened and degraded, buffer fencing protected the banks, and 

it offered potential juvenile salmonid habitat.  
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Figure 23: Un 002 (52.975298, -9.104958). The over-capacity, uniform channel 
of the tributary created a lack of flow diversity or sediment sorting, but it was 

supporting a natural array of invertebrate species. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 24: Un 003. There was sufficient space and habitat within the pools to 

support juvenile salmonids. 
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Figure 25: Un 004. The lower section was well buffered, with healthy riparian 
vegetation.  

 

3.3. Section C Elmvale to Inchiquin Lough  

3.3.1. River Fergus (Fe)  

Long sections of the river between Elmvale and Inchiquin Lough were 

dredged and realigned, but there were shorter, higher quality sections that 

should certainly support the free-swimming salmonid life stages – even if 

spawning opportunities were limited. The straightened, over-capacity 

sections would benefit from restoration to a more sinuous course but, in 

the meantime, gravel riffle installation to break up the homogeneous 

habitat and provide much-lacking riffles as invertebrate habitat and 

potential salmonid spawning sites.  
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Figure 26: Fe 044 (52.97253, -9.101898). Looking d/s from Elmvale Road: the 
flow was elevated in this picture, as evident by flattened vegetation, but this 

would always be relatively high-energy section owing to the straightening and 
increased gradient. The area appeared capable of supporting juvenile salmonids, 

particularly parr.  

 
Figure 27: Fe 046 (52.971803, -9.101558). A livestock drinking area which 

created fine sediment and nutrient input (LB).  
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Figure 28: Fe 054 (52.97119, -9.103308). Livestock access and significant RB 
poaching near the confluence of the Elmvale Spring.  

 
Figure 29: Fe 055 (52.971017, -9.103748). Livestock access and LB poaching 

opposite the confluence of the Elmvale tributary. A low electric fence was in 
place, but the livestock were crossing it and poaching the river margins.  
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Figure 30: Fe 058. Although deep, the section d/s offered reasonable 
opportunities for adult trout, but the area could be improved by channel 

restoration and re-meandering, or at least gravel riffle installation, to punctuate 
the uniform pool habitat. Tree planting would increase cover and flow diversity 

and even strategically planted willow whips could rapidly improve the area. 

 
Figure 31: Fe 059 (52.970337, -9.101013). Drinking bay providing unwanted 

livestock access to the watercourse. It would be far better to provide one or 
more pasture pumps, or a solar pump to a header trough with gravity to other 

inline troughs, along the river.  
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Figure 32: Fe 061 (52.97031, -9.098453). Livestock drinking bay creating an 
unnecessary source of fine sediment and excreta to the watercourse. These 

locations also create a break in the runoff protection otherwise provided by the 
buffer fencing along the rivers.  

 
Figure 33: Fe 065 (52.969742, -9.097005). Completely unfenced section with 

corresponding degradation of the riparian habitat quality.  
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Figure 34: Fe 069 (52.969373, -9.096297). Livestock access to a wet corner of 
a field/drinking bay and fine sediment and nutrient input to the river (RB).   

 
Figure 35: Fe 071 (52.969403, -9.094787). Livestock access/drinking bay and 

associated poaching (LB).  
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Figure 36: Fe 073 (52.969263, -9.094572). Livestock access to a wet corner of 
a field/drinking bay and fine sediment and nutrient input to the river (RB)   

 
Figure 37: Fe 077. The uniform straightened sections would benefit from 

restoration or at least areas of bed-raising/riffle reinstatement. In the shorter 
term, tree planting would also improve in-channel habitat, offering additional 

shade and structure. Some trees should be planted right along the river’s edge.   
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Figure 38: Fe 082. The extent of past dredging and over-capacity nature of the 
channel was facilitating emergent vegetation encroachment well into the channel 

in some areas, presumably among deposition, from the inside of the bend, 
although the water was too deep to tell.  

 
Figure 39: Fe 086 (52.967233, -9.085978). Emergent vegetation encroachment 

across ~2/3 of the channel width, suggesting that the uniform capacity channel 
could benefit from reduction by half to two thirds at any riffle structures. 
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Figure 40: Fe 087 (52.966895, -9.085552). Within the over-capacity section, 
two anglers were observed. One of which had deeply hooked an undersized trout 

(on worm), subsequently returned to the river in a moribund state. It may be 
worth considering fish protection measures like circle hooks for bait fishing and 

catch and release fly sections, to promote larger fish.  

 
Figure 41: Fe 090. In the lesser dredged sections, where the channel was not 

uniformly over-deep, some semblance of the river’s natural character remained, 
if still more homogenous (from dredging) than it should be.  
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Figure 42: Fe 092. In wider sections, signs of fine sediment inputs were evident 
by deposition in the river margins. Slight agitation of the bed revealed plumes 

of fine sediment. This is likely to be a result of inputs u/s and the artificial channel 
dimensions which limit natural substrate sorting. 

 
Figure 43: Fe 095 (52.963517, -9.085163). Livestock access to the watercourse 

(LB). Note the significant depletion of riparian vegetation in comparison to the 
buffer fenced RB. In addition to an increased potential for erosion and nutrient 

inputs, this will negatively impact upon the aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates 
in the area.  
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3.3.2. Elmvale Spring (El) 

A good-sized limestone tributary of the River Fergus emerged from the 

ground just to the south of the L5248 road at Elmvale, providing a 

productive stream with high potential as a salmonid spawning and juvenile 

area. Livestock exclusion should be maintained on this valuable asset.  

 
Figure 44: El 001 (52.972025, -9.106073). Emerging within the wood, the 

watercourse was initially shaded, but still provided good juvenile salmonid 
habitat. 
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Figure 45: El 004 (52.971753, -9.105543). The buffer strip vegetation and field 
alongside the watercourse had grown tall and appeared to have compromised 

the electric fence, with livestock then able to cross the fence into the buffer. 

 
Figure 46: El 008 (52.971643, -9.104822). Being far less degraded than many 

areas of the main river channel, the Elmvale Spring tributary offered high quality 
habitat for invertebrates, juvenile salmonids and all resident trout life stages, in 

addition to potential spawning areas. 
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Figure 47: El 013. Livestock access and poaching at the confluence with the River 
Fergus (also show in Figure 28 from the far bank).  

 

3.4. Section D Inchiquin Lough to Lough Atedaun  

3.4.1. River Fergus (Fe) 

A large weir at the upstream end of this section had the potential to greatly 

reduce fish distribution throughout the catchment, limiting their ability to 

utilise the available habitat. Even small delays to fish can be problematic, 

creating significant delays that increase predation rates and prevent u/s or 

d/s migrating fish reaching their destination by the required time. Fish 

passage could be greatly improved by weir removal, or removal of both 

bank sides of the weir down to bed level. The weir at the outflow to 

Inchiquin Lough was also likely to inhibit the regular natural movement of 

fish in and out of a lough on a regular basis, as would otherwise occur. 

The upper third of this reach (downstream of the large weir) potentially 

offered some of the highest quality habitat observed during the visit but 

was degraded by a series of boulder weirs. A long reach of the mid-

downstream end of this section was uniform and over-capacity, requiring 

bed raising/gravel riffle reintroduction to restore more natural riverine 

habitat and increase the contribution for fish and invertebrate populations, 

along with the angling interest of the river.  

The mid-lower section would benefit from channel restoration and/or riffle 

installation. Tree planting would also improve riparian habitat quality. 
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Figure 48: Fe 098 (52.948017, -9.092181). A weir at the outflow to Inchiquin 
Lough created a behavioural barrier which almost certainly limits the regular 

natural fish movement that would ordinarily occur between river and lough. The 
weir appeared to be associated with a gauge board, although it was not clear 

whether gauging was its sole or intended purpose. Weir removal would be 
beneficial.  

 
Figure 49: Fe 105 (52.947502, -9.092898). Approximately 80m d/s of the 

gauged weir, a more significant weir (pictured at high flow) created a major 
barrier. While some fish will make it past, many will not, and the times and flows 

in which any fish can pass will be greatly limited. Note the significant water 
velocity in the foreground which was the main passage route. 
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Figure 50: Fe 106. Even at lower flow, the LB route presented an obstacle to all 
fish, but particularly for the migration and dispersal of smaller fish, which all too 

often get overlooked. A good proportion of the flow also still passed the old mill 
sluice location on the RB side (Figure 52), creating an alternative flow attraction 

and requirement for free passage there too.  

 
Figure 51: Fe 116. While the breaching/lowering of the weir around the LB side 

(red arrow) may have eased fish passage in some flows, it had largely dewatered 
the already inadequate pool traverse fish pass (white circle), even in higher flow. 

A much lower gradient, lower velocity route(s) with good attraction flow should 
be provided to optimise fish passage.  
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Figure 52: Fe 117 (52.94746, -9.093223). Looking d/s at the old mill sluice: 
another attraction flow that could offer a route for fish passage if improved. Any 

such route with a significant attraction flow requires fish passage provision. A 
cheaper option than installing passes/easements could be to simply lower the 

weir to bed level at either bank side and regrade the bed with engineered riffles 
(if required).  

 
Figure 53: Fe 129 (52.946317, -9.092247). Livestock access in the field d/s of 

Mill Bridge. Electric fence had been erected but was down in many areas. It 
would have also failed to protect the low-lying area that was waterlogged at 

elevated flow (as shown). In-channel, some areas of potential spawning gravel 
were observed, complemented by overhanging trees from the RB. 
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Figure 54: Fe 132 (52.945798, -9.091567). The section of channel d/s to the 
next bridge had been cut straight into the bedrock. Fish are reported to hold 

here, and the overhanging boughs greatly improve the habitat, but the channel 
remains very artificial and less hospitable than a channel of more natural cross-

section. The addition of one or two large boulders here could help to break up 
the uniform flow.  

 
Figure 55: Fe 134 (52.943796, -9.089674). D/s of the bridge, towards the 

Craggunaboy River confluence, a series of low weirs had been installed. These 
inhibit geomorphological processes, impeding flow down the channel and 

trapping coarse sediment. Ideally, these weirs should be removed, but it would 
be beneficial to at least notch them down to bed level.  
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Figure 56: Fe 136 (52.943571, -9.089816). It was encouraging to see a pasture 
pump in use; something that would be beneficial in many more of the fields to 

avoid the use of drinking bays.  

 
Figure 57: Fe 138 (52.94305, -9.0919). One particular area, outside the 

immediate influence of the weirs, supported likely spawning habitat, although 
elevated volumes of fine sediment were evident among the gravel, when 

agitated.  
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Figure 58: Fe 141. Even in higher quality areas, the impact of straightening was 
very obvious. Retaining all low-hanging and trailing boughs will be important in 

maintaining the habitat quality.  

 
Figure 59: Fe 143 (52.943297, -9.07222). Through many of the fields u/s of 

Corofin, the channel was straightened, over capacity (through dredging and bed 
lowering) and uniform, providing poor quality salmonid habitat. Full 

restoration/riffle installation would be highly beneficial to improve the current 
pond-like habitat. 
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Figure 60: Fe 147. Long sections supported minimal tree growth, which might 
otherwise create at least some shade, cover and flow diversity (if trailing into 

the channel). There was also a lack of buffer fencing in many of the fields.  

 
Figure 61: Fe 150 (52.943507, -9.067153). Drinking bay with associated 

livestock poaching.  
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Figure 62: Fe 152 (52.943332, -9.064442). Drinking bay with associated 
livestock poaching.  

 
Figure 63: Fe 159 (52.943713, -9.062012). D/s of Corofin Bridge, another small 

weir needlessly disrupts flow and in-channel habitat quality would benefit from 
its removal.  
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Figure 64: Fe 163. In a small backwater area, the extent of enrichment and algal 
growth in the river was very apparent and there was clearly an issue with water 

quality/nutrient levels. The uniform channel does not readily retain this algal 
growth in high flows, but it was observed in many areas out of the main flow.   

 
Figure 65: Fe 169 (52.94382, -9.059065). Lack of buffer fencing and 

correspondingly denuded riparian zone. Buffer fencing and planting would be 
beneficial. 
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Figure 66: Fe 173. A lone hawthorn tree providing highly valuable shade and 
cover to an otherwise open channel section.  

 
Figure 67: Fe 177. The fields on both banks u/s of Atedaun Lough were grazed 

and would benefit from livestock exclusion. Once protected, tree planting along 
the banks would also be beneficial.  
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3.5. Section E Lough Atedaun to Dromore Lough  

3.5.1. River Fergus (Fe) 

Extended sections of channel were artificially cut into the bedrock through 

this reach, with little chance of natural recovery. Addressing this issue 

would be incredibly difficult with the current levels of funding available for 

river restoration, but such options should be strongly considered if/when 

opportunities/funding do become available. The uniform bedrock trench 

the river now flows in provides very limited habitat quality or diversity in 

many areas.  

 
Figure 68: Fe 178 (52.940577, -9.009077). A spot-check near Lough Keagh 

revealed a severely straightened and incised channel, cut into the limestone, 
with no chance for natural recovery. The river connected to the lough and it is 
queried whether the sinuous channel there may be an original course of the 

Fergus, but it was difficult to ascertain what channels were natural here. 
Livestock had access to the watercourses in this area.   
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Figure 69: Fe 181 (52.940508, -9.009073). Limestone bank faces and spoil 
heaps where the river had been artificially cut into the bedrock. Bankside trees 

provide some of the few valuable habitat features within an otherwise barren 
channel. Aquatic life is resilient, and fish and invertebrates will undoubtedly 

reside there, but returning the removed material back to the channel would be 
highly beneficial.   

 
Figure 70: Fe 185 (52.944953, -9.000112). Although mostly inspected by spot-

checks, and at elevated flow, long reaches of the section between Loch Atedaun 
and Dromore appeared significantly straightened. Further investigation to 

identify the more natural sections with channel diversity and gravel bars/riffles 
will be key to prioritising habitat work, as they will be easiest to improve. 
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Figure 71: Fe 187 (52.948967, -8.98832). At the next spot-check, the river was 
back within an incised, bedrock channel, again, slightly improved by trees. 

Further boulder installation to break up the flow would be beneficial. This kind 
of enhancement would only be advocated on the most incised and constrained 

channels that had been cut into the bedrock. 

 
Figure 72: Fe 188. Significant algal growth on trailing vegetation (white circle) 

demonstrating nutrient enrichment. Likely inputs are drinking bays and a lack of 
buffer fencing, but surface runoff and fertiliser/slurry infiltration to the aquifer 

through fissures in the bedrock could also contribute. Water quality testing of 
groundwater/resurgence would be beneficial.  
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Figure 73: Fe 190 (52.948988, -8.988268). A typically incised and constrained 
section within the limestone bedrock. The removed material remains alongside 

the channel and could be installed as raised bed features. While this will not 
mitigate the lost riffles and sinuosity, it could greatly improve the substrate and 

in-channel habitat, creating greater depth variability and flow diversity.  

 
Figure 74: Fe 192 (52.948425, -8.986268). One of several low areas in the fields 

around the river that appeared to be sinuous river paleochannels (aerial 
photography appeared to support that assumption).  
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Figure 75: Fe 193 (52.951427, -8.983077). Flow was elevated when this site 
was visited, but the channel dimensions appeared to support improved habitat 

quality over the more straightened sections; however, livestock access to the 
watercourse was denuding the riparian vegetation.  

 
Figure 76: Fe 195 (52.951447, -8.983068). Livestock access and increased bank 

erosion (LB).  
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Figure 77: Fe 198 (52.951382, -8.98235). Livestock access to the watercourse, 
with minimal LB buffer strip clearly being grazed.  

 
Figure 78: Fe 202 (52.938733, -8.954515). Valuable low and trailing branches 

in an otherwise straight and featureless section. Access had been cleared around 
the bridge and it is important to ensure that the valuable branches d/s are 

retained. Occasional boulders installed to the channel could help to improve flow 
diversity.  
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Figure 79: Fe 210 (52.933628, -8.949845). Further d/s alongside the nature 
reserve, sections of less constrained and incised channel offered far greater 

habitat potential. Note the significant accumulation of algae in the backwater 
area (white ellipse). 

 
Figure 80: Fe 212 (52.926395, -8.949912). The section immediately u/s of 

Dromore Lough was again straightened and uniform. Boulder features are 
believed to have been installed within the reach but were not observed.  Further 

investigation into their impact would be beneficial to ascertain whether they form 
an impediment to natural flow diversity and sediment transport. 
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3.5.2. Moyree River (Mo) 

Although the Moyree River flows underground for an extended section in 

its lower reaches (around 52.945002, -8.9507594), the permanently 

accessible lower ~1km d/s offers good potential as spawning and juvenile 

habitat for salmonids. Further investigation of this important tributary is 

recommended to ascertain whether issues such as riverside grazing (and 

associated fine sediment and nutrient inputs) are creating a negative 

impact. 

The upper reaches, u/s of the dry section, may also offer potential as a 

trout fishery. The watercourse certainly appeared to be 

calcareous/productive in the reaches inspected and should support 

abundant aquatic life.  

 
Figure 81: Mo 001 (52.939978, -8.95082). High quality habitat for juvenile 

salmonids. Bankside trees provide a good balance of light and shade, with 
aquatic macrophytes offering valuable in-channel cover.  
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Figure 82: Mo 002. The river contained appropriate substrate for medium-large 
salmonid spawning, although a greater availability of woody material could 

facilitate more sediment sorting and improve the quality of that habitat. 

 
Figure 83: Mo 006 (52.939685, -8.950748). Poaching at a cattle drink and 

excess algal growth/accumulation. While the cumulative effect of cattle drinking 
bays will contribute to enrichment, other sources like slurry spreading too close 

to the watercourse, or near sinkholes, should also be investigated.  
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3.5.3. Millbrook River (Mi)  

The Millbrook River is a known spawning tributary for large trout, which 

could be improved with buffer fencing. Gravel introduction would also be 

beneficial in certain areas, towards the downstream end of the reach 

inspected, as would more major channel restoration/realignment. Further 

investigation of this sub-catchment upstream and downstream is 

recommended.  

 
Figure 84: Mi 001 (52.922502, -8.917133). A known spawning site for large 
trout, d/s of the R458 road bridge, though a lack of gravel sorting limited its 

quality. Livestock also had access to the LB. 
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Figure 85: Mi 002. Ordinarily, salmonids favour substrate that is regularly 
scoured and sorted into similar-sized particles on which to spawn. However, 

regular loughs, dry sections and modified channels, coupled with reduced coarse 
sediment supply (gravel and cobble) and lack of in-channel structure like woody 

material leads to poor gravel sorting in many areas, so fish must spawn wherever 
possible.  

 
Figure 86: Mi 005 (52.92393, -8.924138). Within the wood d/s of the R458, a 

short section of the Millbrook River was dry at the time of the visit. This section 
lies between the known spawning areas u/s and River Fergus d/s. Water could 

be heard trickling though the bedrock subsurface and remerged as the full-sized 
river.  
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Figure 87: Mi 007. A short distance d/s (~20m), the river re-emerged into a 
straightened channel, where it provided reasonable juvenile salmonid habitat. 

 
Figure 88: Mi 012. Woody material within the channel (white circle) had 

facilitated bed scour and sorting of the substrate, which was deposited a short 
distance d/s (dashed circle), creating a more diverse channel with increased 

spawning potential. However, there was still a high loading of fine sediment 
among the substrate, suggesting inputs u/s that require further investigation. 
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Figure 89: Mi 014 (52.924002, -8.925405). Livestock were accessing the d/s 
end of the wood and trampling the bed and banks of the river. Note the damage 

to the banks and fine sediment smothering the bed in the river margins. 

 
Figure 90: Mi 017 (52.923725, -8.925553). During the visit, slurry spreading 

was occurring in the LB field. While an appropriate standoff from the watercourse 
was maintained, the lack of a decent sized buffer strip still leaves a significant 

risk of surface runoff in wet conditions from the slope to the left of shot, including 
slurry-laden water.  
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Figure 91: Mi 019 (52.923828, -8.92573). A drinking bay created a source of 
fine sediment and erosion. This kind of drinking bay also allows a route for 

surface runoff, even with a buffer strip. 

 
Figure 92: Mi 022 (52.923793, -8.926632). The next field d/s was unfenced, 

with trampled banks, and was probably where the cattle were accessing the 
watercourse to the wood u/s. The watercourse was also straightened and incised. 
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Figure 93: Mi 023 (52.923722, -8.927463). At the next wooded section d/s, the 
river appeared to retain more natural channel dimensions, with improved 

morphology further d/s, and could be an ideal location for gravel introduction. 
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3.6. Section F Dromore Lough to Ballyallia Lake 

3.6.1. River Fergus   

The upper part of the section visited between Dromore Lough and Ballyallia 

Lake was severely straightened and incised into the limestone bedrock, 

creating uniform, fast-flowing riverine habitat that was lacking in pools and 

deeper water. Overhanging and trailing tree boughs provided some 

diversity and any call to prune/cut back these trees should be strongly 

resisted on habitat preservation grounds.  

 
Figure 94: Fe 214 (52.896913, -8.976647). The straightened and incised section 
u/s of the L1098 road benefited from low tree branches, providing cover and 
shade. If present, willow or elm boughs could be lain into the channel or 

occasional large boulders could be installed to break up the uniform flow.  
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Figure 95: Fe 216 (52.896847, -8.976675). D/s of the bridge, shallow water and 
a coarse cobble riffle diversify the in-channel habitat. A drinking bay created a 

source of fine sediment input.  

 
Figure 96: Fe 219 (52.893053, -8.974093). It was reported that the river 

sometimes dries up around a wider section and swallow hole shown here (J. 
Connors, pers. comm., 4th August 2022). When flowing, these wider sections 

where the river is not so incised provide valuable habitat diversity, with areas of 
flow diversity alongside deeper pools for adult trout and salmon.  
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Figure 97: Fe 221 (52.884882, -8.986098). It is understood that plans had been 
discussed to remove many of the highly valuable trees from the straightened 

channel u/s of Ballyhee Bridge, to protect the walls (LB). The actual requirement 
of this action should be strongly questioned as protection of cultural heritage is 

often needlessly put ahead of conserving habitat and natural heritage.  

 
Figure 98: Fe 226. D/s of the bridge, the high-flow channel was incised but, 

without a sheer bank face (as observed in some sections), retained some 
variability and provided valuable flow diversity, contributed to by coarse 

substrate. 
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Figure 99: Fe 228. Occasional woody material further contributed to flow 
diversity and provide a template for the kind of trailing branches and deadwood 

features that are so severely lacking on the Fergus system (presumably owing 
to active removal).  

 
Figure 100: Fe 231. A large, deeper pool, with good cover provided along the far 

(RB) side from trailing branches. If/when any of these branches collapse into the 
river (as willows often do) they should be retained as further habitat 

enhancements.  
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Figure 101: Fe 240 (52.881473, -8.986025). livestock access to the LB was 
causing significant poaching and erosion. This will cause a notable fine sediment 

input in wet conditions, in addition to nutrient input from livestock excreta.  

 
Figure 102: Fe 244 (52.881052, -8.985503). Livestock had access to both banks 

of the river immediately u/s of Ballyallia Lake and riparian vegetation was 
severely denuded, with areas of bank erosion evident.  
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3.6.2. Shallee River and Ballygriffey River catchments (Sh) 

The Shallee catchment (and Poulacarry River d/s) was not generally 

recognised as an important tributary of the Fergus but did seem to offer 

potential, particularly as trout habitat within the more productive limestone 

influenced reaches of the Ballygriffey. The upper reaches also offered 

salmonid spawning and juvenile habitat. However, nutrient and fine 

sediment inputs appeared to be a significant issue requiring further 

investigation. If the issues were addressed, this sub-catchment of the River 

Fergus could offer additional recruitment for the main river.  

 
Figure 103: Sh 001 (52.866322, -9.070338). Towards the u/s end of the Shallee 

catchment the geology changed, with siltstone, sandstone and shale becoming 
more evident in the substrate. Sections of the watercourse provided good 
juvenile salmonid habitat. 
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Figure 104: Sh 008 (52.86904, -9.049182). The upper reaches of the Shallee 
River provided good basic habitat, with substrate suitable for salmonid spawning, 

although there were signs of elevated fine sediment inputs (white circle). Further 
investigation of the source(s) would be beneficial.  

 
Figure 105: Sh 010. In treelined sections of the river, habitat was reasonably 

good quality, with coarse substrate suitable for large salmonid spawning.  
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Figure 106: Sh 012 (52.875583, -9.042248). What appeared to be some form 
of natural flood management (NFM) structure, although this particular design 

could not really be considered anything like natural!   

 
Figure 107: Sh 013 (52.875758, -9.040952). D/s of the NFM structure, most of 

the river’s flow disappeared into the limestone bedrock, although the 
morphology of the channel and sediment deposition around that point suggest 

that a surface river continues past this point at higher flows.  
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Figure 108: Sh 015 (52.877512, -9.033603). A spot-check at the R476 road 
bridge revealed what appeared to be elevated algae and fine sediment loading 

smothering the aquatic vegetation. Investigation of the potential source(s) u/s 
would be valuable, but aerial imagery suggests a issue from livestock around 

52.8760136, -9.0401965. 

 
Figure 109: Sh 020 (52.880258, -9.025458). By the Ballygriffey Road crossing, 

the river had a more productive (calcareous) appearance, and numerous juvenile 
trout were observed. Recent unsympathetic revetment and reinstatement of the 

LB was observed, most likely in response to erosion from livestock access. Buffer 
fencing (now installed) could have prevented the issue occurring. 
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Figure 110: Sh 022 (52.880233, -9.025312). Substrate suitable for large 
salmonid spawning was observed just d/s of the bridge, along with what might 

be the remains of a large salmonid redd (white circle). The apparently increased 
productivity is likely to be a result of the change in bedrock to limestone through 

the middle-lower reaches of this sub-catchment.  

 
Figure 111: Sh 026 (52.876258, -9.011722). U/s of the bridge at next spot-

check, a small weir degraded habitat u/s and created an obstruction to sediment 
transport. Even small obstructions like this can create behavioural barriers to 

fish and often disrupt the utilisation of habitat within a reach, also limiting 
juvenile fish dispersal. Note the significant algal growth u/s of the weir. 
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Figure 112: Sh 030. D/s of the bridge, abundant growth of aquatic and emergent 
macrophytes, provided high quality habitat for many invertebrate species and 

juvenile salmonids.  
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3.6.3. Shallee Tributary (Sh(T)) 

 
Figure 113: Sh(T)002 (52.893107, -9.007705). A small limestone tributary of 
the Shallee/Ballygriffey was also spot-checked and appeared to provide some 
juvenile salmonid habitat; however, the dredged channel, incised into the 

bedrock did not seem to offer much in the way of spawning substrate (gravel 
and cobble).  

 

3.6.4. Poulacarry River (Po) 

As with the Shallee and Ballygriffey u/s, if water quality in this sub-

catchment is improved, it could offer additional spawning and recruitment 

for the River Fergus; it certainly already supports juvenile salmonids (as 

observed during the visits). The larger size of the Poulacarry (of which the 

Shallee and Ballygriffey are tributaries) mean that in-channel 

improvements like gravel riffle installation, or even full river channel 

restoration, would be beneficial to improve is contribution as spawning and 

juvenile habitat.  
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Figure 114: Po 002 (52.871215, -9.001727). By the Poulacarry River, the impact 
of enrichment on this sub-catchment was even more apparent, with significant 

rafts of algae on slower areas of the water surface. Livestock were also gaining 
access to the watercourse at drinking bays.  

 
Figure 115: Po 003 (52.871203, -9.001645). Livestock access and bank 

trampling/poaching that will only get worse in wet conditions. 
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Figure 116: Po 006. Despite the enrichment issues and channel straightening 
and incision, the basic potential of the river for salmonids was evident.  

 
Figure 117: Po 010 (52.87541, -9.042887). In the significantly over-capacity 

sections, emergent vegetation choked the channel, and the surface of the river 
was smothered in algae.   
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Figure 118: Po 012 (52.871583, -9.000107). Livestock access and bank erosion. 
The whole field would benefit from buffer fencing.  

 
Figure 119: Po 014 (52.871773, -9.00006). Full river restoration (reinstating 

lost meanders and channel dimensions) would be the optimal course of action 
through the lower sections of the Poulacarry, but the over-capacity channel and 

relatively low gradient could lend also itself to gravel riffle installation in the 
short-term that would facilitate more salmonid spawning. 
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3.7. Section G Ballyallia Lake to Ennis 

The first section d/s if Ballyallia Lake was degraded by the impoundment 

of a gauging weir, then incision/straightening into the bedrock, where 

boulder installation had previously been undertaken as a habitat 

improvement by EDAA, to diversify habitat. It is to be hoped that at some 

point, gauging weirs will be replaced by less intrusive technology like 

hydroacoustic monitoring that does not require a weir or obstruction to fish 

passage. In the meantime, it may be possible to retrofit some sort of 

easement to the weir.  

The middle reaches of the section were more open, with a more natural 

channel capacity and provided much higher quality salmonid habitat. The 

downstream end of the section was again degraded by a large weir in the 

centre of Ennis. Some improvement to fish passage has been provided to 

the weir with the installation of a Larinier fish pass; however, it only takes 

a small portion of the flow and therefore has a limited attraction for fish. A 

larger fish pass taking a greater proportion of the flow would have provided 

greater passability and reduced the attraction flow of the overspill to the 

RB side of the weir. Removal of the weir would be the optimal option, 

removing the ecological and geomorphological impact of the impounded 

reach upstream and the artificial structure.  

 
Figure 120: Fe 245 (52.870095, -8.97447). The first ~350m of river d/s of 
Ballyallia Lake was impounded by a flat-V gauging weir. While this provides some 

pool habitat within the straightened channel, the overall impact of the weir and 
associated extended uniform, impounded habitat is detrimental, also creating an 

obstruction to fish and inhibiting natural function of the river. 
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Figure 121: Fe 248 (52.870103, -8.974597). The high velocities over a smooth 
concrete weir crest and face create a significant obstacle to fish passage. While 

fish will certainly pass an obstruction like this in certain conditions, it creates a 
behavioural and physical barrier in a wide range of flows. Eel, lamprey and 

smaller fish will find it particularly problematic. 

 
Figure 122: Fe 250 (52.855495, -8.995162). U/s of the L4599 road, the wider 

channel (less incised by past dredging) offered an abundance of glide habitat, 
suitable for resident trout (although none were observed, strangely). Aquatic 

macrophytes further enhanced habitat quality.  
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Figure 123: Fe 252. Much of the substrate observed between the vegetation was 
coarse, lacking a well sorted gravel component. However, suitable habitat for 

many of the invertebrate species that would be expected (mayflies, caddis flies 
and stoneflies) was present, even if not in the abundance or diversity the natural 

river should support.   

 
Figure 124: Fe 254 (52.855457, -8.994952). The habitat d/s of the bridge was 

similar, but livestock were accessing the LB, with a corresponding loss of riparian 
habitat quality. 
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Figure 125: Fe 257. Within Ennis, the river became significantly impounded by 
a large weir which greatly degraded the habitat quality for flow loving species 

like salmonids. The water was slow-flowing and overly deep. Overhanging and 
trailing bankside trees provided the main beneficial habitat features.  

 
Figure 126: Fe 259. Further d/s, gravel had accumulated raising the bed 

somewhat, but the riverine habitat remained significantly degraded, right to the 
weir, with an increase of stone and concrete banking reducing habitat quality 

along the river margin.   
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Figure 127: Fe 263 (52.847008, -8.989439). The weir supported an easement 
in the centre (white circle), with a Larinier style fish pass alongside (blue arrow). 

To the RB side was an overspill (red dashed arrow) and to the LB side were two 
large sluice gates (white dashed circle).  

 
Figure 128: Fe 264. The easement appeared to be a detrimental 

complication/attraction, as a significant step remained at the u/s (white ellipse 
and d/s end). Hopefully, most fish making it this far should be drawn to the 

attraction of the Larinier pass (red dashed ellipse). Unfortunately, to find this 
route they must pass the greatest flow attraction of the RB overspill d/s (Figure 
129). 
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Figure 129: Fe 270. Situated d/s of the other routes and taking a large portion 
of the flow, the RB overspill (white circle) creates the first attraction flow fish 

will meet. This almost certainly confuses and at least delays fish, with attraction 
to a poorly passable route, impassable to most fish. It would be beneficial to 

have a much larger primary fish pass taking a greater proportion of the total 
flow (to improve attraction), and to make all potential routes freely passable.  

 
Figure 130: Fe 272 (52.846585, -8.988038). D/s of the weir, the impounded, 

wider channel retains sufficient gravel to support salmonid spawning, but is only 
likely to be replenished in the highest flows when coarse substrate passes the 

weir. This habitat degradation and geomorphological impact (in addition to fish 
passage issues) is why redundant weirs should always be removed in favour of 
fish pass installation. 
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Figure 131: Fe 274. Where finer gravel substrate was retained d/s of the weir, 
it was often compacted and relatively immobile, in many areas becoming 

consolidated by vegetation. This may support the theory that in the faster-
flowing areas, it was not being replenished and was only being retained outside 

of the main flow.  

 
Figure 132: Fe 280. A long section d/s of the weir was over-capacity and slow 

flowing. It was not clear whether this was due to scouring of the bed within the 
constrained, walled channel at high flow, or past dredging work. 
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Figure 133: Fe 282 (52.844522, -8.984638). Finer gravels were present within 
a long glide section through the town, but the uniform channel, lack of flow 

diversity/bed scouring and associated fine sediment component of the bed 
rendered them of reduced/limited value for salmonid spawning.  

 
Figure 134: Fe 285 (52.844778, -8.984015). A significant discharge occurred 

from the RB during the visit (see Figure 135 before discharge). Its source was 
not clear, but it would be worth monitoring any discharge of such a large volume 

to ensure that no pollution occurs. No obvious signs of enrichment or degradation 
were observed d/s of the outfall.  
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Figure 135: Fe 286 (52.844733, -8.983972). Looking u/s at the location of the 
outfall. Note the highly valuable overhanging/trailing willows to the right of shot 

which greatly improve the habitat quality of the area. Numerous trout were 
observed around that structure.  

 
Figure 136: Fe 289 (52.845562, -8.983267). As with the willows u/s, 

overhanging sycamore, alder and other species greatly enhance habitat along 
sections of the LB, particularly in comparison to the sterile RB. 
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Figure 137: Fe 292 (52.846318, -8.98204). Well defined redds were observed 
in the centre of the channel, d/s of the Abbey Street Bridge. Owing to the time 

of year (August) and clarity of the redds, they may have been sea lamprey 
(rather than salmonids), yet another species that are likely to find a significant 

barrier at the weirs u/s.  

 
Figure 138: Fe 293. A large redd observed mid-channel. The clarity of the redd 

in early August may suggest that it was created by sea lamprey, rather than 
salmonids, but coarse cobble substrate free from fine sediment is a requirement 

for both. 
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Figure 139: Fe 298 (52.84784, -8.980918). Along the RB further d/s, the 
remains of more redds were observed. Close inspection was not possible, but it 

is expected that these areas support both salmonid (primarily salmon) and 
lamprey spawning as the substrate and conditions required by each are similar. 

Cover from bankside trees greatly enhanced the potential spawning habitat.  

 
Figure 140: Fe 305 (52.848675, -8.971377). Towards the d/s end of the town 

centre, a large bedrock outcrop around the head of tide created a small 
obstruction to fish passage. Bearing in mind the extent of channel alteration and 

incision into the bedrock throughout this catchment, it was not clear whether 
this was a natural obstruction or the result of past anthropogenic alterations.  
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3.7.1. Corravorrin Distributary (Fergus Minor) 

This small, straightened and incised watercourse carried a small portion of 

the River Fergus’ flow around the north side of Ennis. This was reported to 

have been used by salmon for spawning in the past but now receives 

greatly reduced flow owing to the installation of a pipe that crosses and 

restricts the channel. Although quite artificial, the channel had naturalised 

and could provide potential spawning and juvenile habitat for salmonids if 

flow and fish passage were restored. 

 
Figure 141: Co 003 (52.858838, -8.983192). The incised and straightened but 
naturalised channel of the Corravorrin Distributary. This watercourse already 
provided juvenile salmonid habitat but is reported to have been blocked towards 

the u/s end by a relatively recently installed pipe (J. Connors, pers. comm., 4th 
August 2022). 
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Figure 142: Co 004. Although some areas of the channel were predominantly 
bedrock, coarse substrate suitable for salmonid spawning was observed. 

Increased flow could help to scour and sort the bed and improve the substrate 
habitat quality.  

 
Figure 143: Co 009 (52.854565, -8.973065). The lack of flow was allowing 

vegetation to encroach in some areas, like u/s and d/s of Kevin Barry Avenue, 
but the habitat was still suitable for salmonids and feeding trout were observed 

here.   
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Figure 144: Co 011. Even where more overgrown with emergent vegetation, 
juvenile salmonid habitat was available.  

 
Figure 145: Co 014 (52.854007, -8.971217). Even at the furthest d/s section 

inspected, the Distributary offered potential for juvenile salmonids, although the 
over-capacity channel created a lack of flow diversity. 
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4. Recommendations – Plan of actions  

The scoring priority takes into account the ease of initiating the recommendation, not just the severity of the issue, so simple, 

easily achievable improvements may score as highly as major, important-to-address issues. Tributaries are given a grey 

background within the table, for ease of identification.  

Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Fe 006 Livestock access RB  Install buffer fencing 
52.974085, -9.1531 3 

Fe 015 Boulder weir  Notch or disperse boulders 
52.97384, -9.14948 3 

Cl 001 Fine sediment among substrate Further investigation to identify fine 

sediment input u/s  
52.967938, -9.167518 2 

Cl 007 Road runoff  Divert runoff to rough ground, rather 

than allowing surface connections to 

the watercourse 
52.968087, -9.167493 2 

Cl 016 Straightened, over-capacity 

channel  

Investigate potential for channel 

restoration or at least gravel riffle 

restoration 
52.977312, -9.17838 2 

Fe 020 Paleochannels adjacent to 

current channel (LB) 

Explore potential for channel 
restoration/reconnection of paleo-

channel 
52.97346, -9.107267 2 

Fe 026 Livestock access LB Buffer fencing 52.974287, -9.103628 3 

Fe 034 Paleochannel adjacent to current 

channel (LB)  

Investigate potential for paleochannel 

restoration that could improve 
opportunities in a known spawning 

area.  

52.973275, -9.103217 2 

Fe 038 Elevated fine sediment input - 

further walkovers u/s  

Further walkovers u/s by EDAA to 

identify the source 
52.973033, -9.102188 2 

Fe 046 Livestock access Buffer fence and provide alternative 

watering (see pasture pump, Figure 

56) 
52.971803, -9.101558 2 
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Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Fe 054 Livestock access (RB)  Repair fencing and provide alternative 

watering (see pasture pump Figure 

56) 
52.97119, -9.103308 2 

Fe 055 Livestock access (LB)  Reinstate fencing 52.971017, -9.103748 2 

Fe 058 Open channel, lacking flow 

diversity  

• Gravel riffle installation 
• Planting with various native species 

• Planting with willow whips as specific 
features to grow into the channel 

52.970312, -9.102137 2 

Fe 059 Livestock access (RB)  Provide alternative watering 52.970337, -9.101013 2 

Fe 061 Livestock access (RB) Provide alternative watering 52.97031, -9.098453 2 

Fe 065 Livestock access (RB) Install buffer fencing 52.969742, -9.097005 1 

Fe 069 Livestock access (RB)  Provide alternative watering 52.969373, -9.096297 2 

Fe 071 Livestock access (LB) Provide alternative watering 52.969403, -9.094787 2 

Fe 073 Livestock access (RB) Provide alternative watering 52.969263, -9.094572 3 

Fe 077 Uniform capacity channel lacking 

trees 

Bed-raising/gravel riffle reinstatement 

and tree planting 
U/s and d/s of 

52.968752, -9.092977 
2 

Fe 087 Killing of undersized fish Consider:  
• Promotion of circle hooks for 

bait fishermen 

• Fly fishing only sections  
• Catch and release sections  

While potentially unpopular with some 
anglers, the benefits of these actions 

on the fish population of those areas 
(as achieved on numerous other 

fisheries) should soon justify the 

action 

52.966895, -9.085552 1 

Fe 095 Livestock access (LB)  Install buffer fencing 52.963517, -9.085163 3 

El 004 Livestock access through 

unmaintained electric fence (RB) 

Reinstate buffer fence (RB) 

52.971753, -9.105543 3 
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Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Fe 098 Boulder weir impeding fish 

passage in and out of Inchiquin 

Lough 

Remove weir  

52.948017, -9.092181 1 

Fe 105 Weir structure with poor 

passability for fish 

Remove the weir (cheapest, most 

beneficial option) or notch the 

channels at either side of the weir to 
bed level to allow regrading of the 

bed (possibly including engineered 

rock ramps at either bank side) 

52.947502, -9.092898 1 

Fe 129 Livestock access (LB) Install buffer fencing 52.946317, -9.092247 3 

Fe 132 Incised channel, constrained 

within bedrock 

Install large boulders to enhance flow 

diversity and create refuge areas 

within artificial channel 

52.945798, -9.091567 

  
2 

Fe 134 Small boulder weirs disrupting 

flow and sediment transport 
Remove weirs 

 

Initially, the weirs could be at least 

notched to reinstate sediment 
transport and reduce the artificial 

impoundment created. If only 
notching is undertaken, it should e 

ensured that the side notched 
accentuates the sinuosity of water 

down the channel, allowing flow to 
naturally pass round the outside of 

bends.    

52.943796, -9.089674 1 

Fe 141 Straightened/dredged but 

treelined section 
Retain low boughs 

52.941556, -9.0926 1 

Fe 143 Uniform capacity channel, 

lacking riffles and coarse 

sediment features 

Install regular gravel riffles to restore 

pool and riffle sequence within 

uniform, over-capacity sections 
52.943297, -9.07222 1 
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Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Fe 147 Lack of tree and shade/cover Tree planting throughout much of the 

middle and lower parts of this reach 52.943773, -9.06873 2 

Fe 150 Livestock access (LB) Buffer fence and provide alternative 

watering 
52.943507, -9.067153 2 

Fe 152 Livestock access (LB) Buffer fence and provide alternative 

watering 
52.943332, -9.064442 2 

Fe 159 Low boulder weir Remove weir 52.943713, -9.062012 2 

Fe 169 Livestock access  Livestock access – install buffer 

fencing and undertake tree planting 
from Corofin to Lough Atedaun (LB 

and RB) 

52.94382, -9.059065 3 

Fe 178 Livestock access (LB and RB) Install buffer fencing U/s of  

52.940577, -9.009077 
3 

Fe 181 Incised channel, constrained 

within bedrock 

Return some of the removed bedrock 
(now in small pieces) to the channel 

to create coarse riffle features 

U/s and d/s of  

52.940508, -9.009073 
1 

Fe 185 More natural (less dredged and 

incised) sections of channel 
within the Lough Atedaun to 

Dromore Lough section 

Further investigation in the sections 

not inspected to identify areas of 
more natural river between Lough 

Atedaun and Dromore Lough for 
habitat improvements (buffer fencing, 

tree planting etc) 

52.944953, -9.000112 3 

Fe 187 Incised channel, constrained 

within bedrock 

Install large boulders to enhance flow 

diversity and create refuge areas 

within artificial channel 

52.948967, -8.98832 

 
2 

Fe 188 Significant algal growth on 

trailing vegetation 

Water quality testing at groundwater 

resurgence points to identify whether 

the aquifer is enriched 
52.948962, -8.98831 2 
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Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Fe 190 Incised channel, constrained 

within bedrock 

Return some of the removed bedrock 

(now in small pieces) to the channel 

to create coarse riffle features 

  

52.948988, -8.988268 
1 

Fe 193 Livestock access (LB & RB) Buffer fencing 52.951427, -8.983077 3 

Fe 195 Livestock access - Buffer fencing 

and alternative watering (LB) 

Buffer fencing and alternative 

watering  52.951447, -8.983068 2 

Fe 198 Livestock access (LB) Livestock access - reinstate buffer 

fencing and provide alternative 

watering (LB) 
52.951382, -8.98235 3 

Fe 202 Low and trailing branches 
enhancing an otherwise uniform 

channel section  

Retain low branches 

52.938733, -8.954515 2 

Fe 212 Boulder structures within the 

channel 

Further investigation into boulder 

structures within the channel to 

identify what impact they create 
52.926395, -8.949912 3 

Mo 006 • The lower reaches of the Moyree 

River offer potential as a 
salmonid spawning tributary 

• Livestock access 

• Further investigation of the Moyree 

River to identify potential issues 
(nutrient inputs, fine sediment 

sources etc).  

• Install buffer fencing  

52.939685, -8.950748 2 

Mi 001 Livestock access (LB) Install buffer fencing 52.922502, -8.917133 3 

Mi 012 Suspected fine sediment inputs 

on the Millbrook u/s of the areas 

inspected 

Further investigation  

52.92407, -8.925018 2 

Mi 014 Livestock access from the 

adjacent field to the wood 

Prevent livestock access to the 

wood/address issues with adjacent 

fencing  
52.924002, -8.925405 2 

Mi 017 Lack of appropriately sized buffer 
strip and risk of slurry runoff 

(LB) 

Install larger buffer 

52.923725, -8.925553 2 
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Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Mi 019 Significant poaching of drinking 

bay (LB) 

Provide alternative watering (in 

conjunction with increased buffer) 52.923828, -8.92573 2 

Mi 022 Livestock access (LB) Install buffer strip 52.923793, -8.926632 2 

Mi 023 Possible location for gravel 

introduction/improved spawning 

Create spawning riffles 

52.923722, -8.927463 2 

Fe 214 Incised channel, constrained 

within bedrock 

• Hinge branches of bankside 

trees into channel (if suitable 

species present) 
• Install occasional large boulders 

if access permits 

52.896913, -8.976647 2 

Fe 216 Livestock access (RB) Exclude livestock/provide alternative 

watering 
52.896847, -8.976675 3 

Fe 221 Degraded, straightened channel 

reliant upon bankside trees for 

habitat diversity 

Question whether tree removal is 

actually necessary. If undertaken, low 

branches should be retained 
52.884882, -8.986098 1 

Fe 240 Livestock access and bank 

erosion (LB) 

Install buffer fencing  
52.881473, -8.986025 2 

Fe 244 Livestock access and bank 

erosion (LB & RB) 

Install buffer fencing  Around and d/s of 

52.881052, -8.985503 
2 

Sh 015 Enrichment and excess fine 

sediment  

Further investigation of the source(S) 

of fine sediment and nutrients on the 

middle Shallee  
52.877512, -9.033603 2 

Sh 026 Low weir and significant 

impoundment 

Remove weir to improve habitat 

quality and restore sediment 

transport 
52.876258, -9.011722 2 

Po 002 Livestock access and bank 

erosion (RB) 
Install buffer fencing 

52.871215, -9.001727 2 

Po 003 Livestock access and bank 

erosion (LB)  
Install buffer fencing 

52.871203, -9.001645 2 
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Photo 

Name 
Observation  Recommendation Lat/Long Priority 

Po 010 Excess algal growth/enrichment Further investigation of excess 

nutrient inputs on the catchment u/s 52.871015, -8.99997 2 

Po 014 Dredged channel  Dredged channel - Gravel riffle 

installation or river restoration 
52.871773, -9.00006 2 

Fe 248 Section impounded by gauging 

weir 

Seek replacement of the structure 

with hydroacoustic gauge that does 

not require an impoundment 
52.870103, -8.974597 2 

Fe 254 Livestock access Install buffer fencing 52.855457, -8.994952 3 

Fe 263 Weir complex, conflicting 

attraction flow for fish and poorly 

passable routes  

• Make all routes that are attractive to 

fish easily passable (all significant 
flow) 

• A larger fish pass that takes the 
majority of the flow would have 

greater attraction and therefore 
passability 

52.847008, -8.989439 1 

Fe 285 Significant discharge to the river Monitor discharge for water quality 
52.844778, -8.984015 2 

Fe 289 Highly valuable bankside trees 

through the town  

Retain bankside trees and low/trailing 

branches wherever possible  52.845562, -8.983267 1 

Co 003 Reduced flow and fish passage 

owing to pipe crossing 
Investigate pipe removal 

52.858838, -8.983192 1 
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5. Summary of recommendations 

Many areas of the River Fergus and its tributaries have been dredged and 

incised into the bedrock leaving long sections of degraded channel, many 

of which have little chance of natural recovery and requiring reinstatement 

of the rivers original channel to fully address the issue. However, some 

improvement of the highly degraded channels could be achieved by 

returning some of the dredged/blasted material as coarse riffle features, 

to increase flow and depth diversity and improve substrate habitat. 

Occasional boulders could also be installed to work with any remaining 

sinuosity of and push flow from one bankside to another. N.B. the use of 

boulder features would not be recommended in anything but heavily 

modified and degraded channels, where they are likely to be the only type 

of feature with a chance of being retained in high flow.  

In some areas, with deeper superficial geology, the watercourses had often 

still been straightened and dredged to be more uniform but would be 

simpler to realign to a more sinuous course, providing landowner 

agreement could be achieved. This kind of river restoration is strongly 

recommended as the only way to truly restore the rivers’ natural habitat 

and productivity, potentially also requiring gravel augmentation. 

Some areas retained a relatively sinuous channel but lacked coarse gravel 

and cobble substrate; they could be greatly improved by reinstatement of 

gravel riffle features to punctuate the long pool areas and provide much-

needed substrate for invertebrate habitat and salmonid spawning.  

The least-dredged sections appeared to be recovering naturally, but that 

process was inhibited in certain areas by a range of different weirs, which 

were creating impoundment and reducing flow diversity, thereby inhibiting 

sediment transport and sorting. The smaller boulder weirs should be 

removed (or the material redistributed within the channel) as a matter of 

priority. The larger weirs, like those d/s of Inchiquin Lough, should also be 

fully or partially removed, to assist natural recovery of the river by 

reinstating natural sediment transport.  

Livestock were excluded from large areas of the catchment, so it is 

counterproductive that drinking bays then allow livestock access to the 

watercourse. It is therefore recommended that drinking bays are replaced 

with alternative watering. Mains water delivers the greatest benefits by 

also reducing the potential for many waterborne livestock diseases, but 

pasture pumps, solar powered pumps or any other methods that facilitate 

offline watering would be beneficial. 

The River Fergus and EDAA support a mixed fishery, both in terms of 

species (trout, sea trout, salmon and occasional coarse fish) and method 
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(fly, bait and spinning), with the Association rules and local legislation 

permitting that fish of an appropriate size and number can be taken from 

the river. However, a catch and kill fishery is not conducive to optimising 

the size or abundance of fish and does not protect the angling opportunities 

of those that practise catch and release. Bait fishing also puts relatively 

delicate fish like salmonids at risk of death from deep-hooking and 

associated poor handling, as observed during the WTT visits. For these 

reasons, it is recommended that a multi-phase approach is adopted to 

optimise the performance of the fishery and maximise its angling potential.  

It would be beneficial to: 

• Promote catch and release throughout the fishery 

• Promote the use of barbless hooks to assist catch and release 

• Promote the use of circle hooks for bait fishing to prevent gut-

hooking and unnecessary fish mortality 

• Promote the carrying and utilisation of a fish-friendly landing net by 

all anglers 

• Establish catch and release sections where trout must be returned 

and can be allowed to grow on and attain the full size they are 

capable of on this productive limestone system 

• Establish fly fishing only catch and release sections, where the 

additional fish welfare afforded should facilitate greater fish longevity 

and the attainment of larger fish sizes 

While the creation of sections exclusively for fly fishing and catch and 

release may not be welcomed by some, if they can be maintained, the 

improved angling opportunities in those areas (as demonstrated on 

fisheries all around the world) will surely prove the case for their existence.  

6. Further assistance   

The WTT may be able to offer further assistance such as:    

• The WTT can undertake more detailed walkover and assessment of 

specific sections and tributaries and catchment areas not covered by 

this report 

• Project proposal to highlight the next steps in delivering the work 

recommended 

• Practical Visit (PV) in which WTT staff oversee practical 

improvements on site 

Assistance in planning or delivering any river restoration projects. 

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and 

PDF format on habitat management and improvement:   
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www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications   

We have also produced a 70-minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild 

Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat 

for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical 

demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover 

key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish 

populations and managing invasive species.    

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd or by 

calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.   
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8. Disclaimer   

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any 

loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any 

other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting 

upon guidance made in this report.   

Legal permissions must be sought before commencing work on site. These 

are not limited to landowner permissions but will also involve regulatory 

authorities and any other relevant bodies or stakeholders. Alongside 

permissions, risk assessment and adhering to health and safety legislation 

and guidance is also an essential component of any interventions or 

activities in and around your fishery.   
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